Pressure-induced superconductivity was recently discovered in binary helimagnet CrAs. We report the results of measurements of nuclear quadrupole resonance for CrAs under pressure. In the vicinity of the critical pressure, Pc, between the helimagnetic (HM) and paramagnetic (PM) phases, a phase separation is observed. The large internal field remaining in the phase-separated HM state indicates that the HM phase disappears through a strong first-order transition. The nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate, 1/T1, reveals that substantial magnetic fluctuations are present in the PM state; however, the system is not close to a quantum criticality. The absence of a coherence effect in 1/T1 in the superconducting state provides evidence that CrAs is the first Cr-based unconventional superconductor. In a conventional Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) superconductor, electrons form Cooper pairs through negative interactions via an electron-phonon coupling. This gives a sign-uniform s-wave character to the superconducting (SC) gap symmetry. If positive interactions work electron pairs to induce superconductivity, unconventional superconductivity with a sign-changing order parameter is realized beyond the well established simple s-wave. This fascinating form of superconductivity has been discovered in specific materials, such as heavy fermion systems, high-T c cuprates, organic systems, ruthenate, and recent Fe-based superconductors. A common feature of these materials is that superconductivity appears due to the instability of some degree of freedom, which is mainly induced on the verge of a magnetically ordered phase.
Pressure-induced superconductivity was recently discovered in binary helimagnet CrAs. We report the results of measurements of nuclear quadrupole resonance for CrAs under pressure. In the vicinity of the critical pressure, Pc, between the helimagnetic (HM) and paramagnetic (PM) phases, a phase separation is observed. The large internal field remaining in the phase-separated HM state indicates that the HM phase disappears through a strong first-order transition. The nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate, 1/T1, reveals that substantial magnetic fluctuations are present in the PM state; however, the system is not close to a quantum criticality. The absence of a coherence effect in 1/T1 in the superconducting state provides evidence that CrAs is the first Cr-based unconventional superconductor. In a conventional Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) superconductor, electrons form Cooper pairs through negative interactions via an electron-phonon coupling. This gives a sign-uniform s-wave character to the superconducting (SC) gap symmetry. If positive interactions work electron pairs to induce superconductivity, unconventional superconductivity with a sign-changing order parameter is realized beyond the well established simple s-wave. This fascinating form of superconductivity has been discovered in specific materials, such as heavy fermion systems, high-T c cuprates, organic systems, ruthenate, and recent Fe-based superconductors. A common feature of these materials is that superconductivity appears due to the instability of some degree of freedom, which is mainly induced on the verge of a magnetically ordered phase.
Very recently, Wu et al. and Kotegawa et al. independently discovered pressure-induced superconductivity in CrAs in the vicinity of the helimagnetic (HM) phase [1, 2] . This is the first example of superconductivity found in a Cr-based magnetic system. CrAs has a MnPtype orthorhombic crystal structure with a P nma space group. This structure possesses a space-inversion symmetry, but it is locally missing at the Cr and As sites, and both of these atoms form a zigzag chain along the a-axis. The magnetic transition of the first order into a double-helical state occurs at T N ∼ 265 K. This transition is accompanied by a large magnetostriction, and a lowering of the crystal structure symmetry has not been reported [3, 4] . The propagation vector is incommensurate with 0.354·2πc * , where c * is an unit vector along the c axis, and magnetic moments of ∼ 1.7µ B /Cr lie in the ab plane [5, 6] . The application of pressure drastically suppresses T N , and the HM phase disappears above a critical pressure of P c ∼ 0.7 GPa [1, 2, 7] . Superconductivity appears together with the suppression of the HM phase, showing a maximum SC transition temperature of T c ∼ 2.2 K at ∼ 1.0 GPa, after which T c decreases gradually with increasing pressure. The pressure-temperature phase diagram of CrAs with first-order magnetic transition is reminiscent of those of some pressure-induced Fe-based superconductors, such as SrFe 2 As 2 [8, 9] . Magnetic interactions are conjectured to play a crucial role in the induction of superconductivity in CrAs. Experimental investigation is desired to elucidate how SC symmetry is realized in CrAs.
Here, we report the results of nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) measurements under ambient and high pressures to elucidate the underling electronic correlations and SC symmetry in CrAs. From the nuclear spin relaxation rate, 1/T 1 , we obtained a strong suggestion that the superconductivity realized under moderate magnetic fluctuations of CrAs is of unconventional nature.
Single crystals of CrAs were prepared by the Sn-flux method from a mixture of Cr:As:Sn=1:1:10 as described in Ref. [2] . The NQR measurements under pressure were performed using a piston-cylinder cell and Daphne 7474 as the pressure-transmitting medium [10] . The applied pressure was estimated from the T c of the lead manometer. Several as-grown single crystals were put into the pressure cell, and NQR measurements were performed using the conventional spin-echo method for the 75 As nucleus. 3 He cryostat was utilized to perform NQR measurement at low temperatures. To obtain T 1 in the paramagnetic (PM) state, the recovery curves obtained at the (±1/2 ↔ ±3/2) transition are fitted by a single exponential function. Calculations of band structure and electric field gradient (EFG) were obtained through a full-potential LAPW (linear augmented plane wave) calculation within the LDA(local density approximation). Figure 1 shows the 75 As NQR-or the so-called zerofield nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)-spectra in the HM state at ambient pressure, where the energy levels of the nuclear spins are mainly lifted by the internal field. Because the nuclear spin of 75 As is I = 3/2, and because all the As sites in the crystal are equivalent to each other, three transitions were expected for a commensurate magnetic structure, whereas complicated spectra composed of six peaks were obtained at both 5 and 100 K. Each peak being not well separated suggests the presence of a spatial 75 As nucleus at ambient pressure. The complicated spectrum at 5 K can be reproduced by a model based on the HM state reported by previous neutron scattering measurements, as shown by the red curve. The spectral shape is independent of temperature. The inset shows the temperature dependence of Hint at the As site, which decreased gradually with increasing temperature and remained large at TN due to the first-order transition.
modulation of the internal field at the As sites. In fact, previous neutron scattering measurements have shown that the magnetic structure is incommensurate with the propagation vector of 0.354 · 2πc * [5, 6] . Because the measurements also showed that the magnetic moments lay in the ab plane, we performed a simulation based on this magnetic structure; that is, we assumed that the internal field, H int , at the As site was distributed in the ab plane through dominant isotropic hyperfine coupling between the Cr-moments and the As nuclei. The EFG parameter at the As site in the HM state is unknown; however, crystallographically one of the principal axes is restricted to be along the b-axis. We obtained the red curve to reproduce the experimental result, which gave the quadrupole frequency as ν Q = 15.8 MHz, and the asymmetry parameter as η = 0.95, and H a int = 3.82 T along the a-axis, and H b int = 3.35 T along the b-axis. The direction of the maximum principal axis of the EFG, V zz , was tilted from a-axis towards the c-axis at 29.8
• . There was good agreement between the simulation and the experimental results, supporting the validly of the results from the neutron scattering measurements [5, 6] . The anisotropy of H int in the ab plane is considered to originate in the small anisotropy of the hyperfine coupling constant. The inset shows the temperature dependence of
It decreases gradually with increasing temperature and vanishes suddenly at T N because of a first-order phase transition. Figure 2 shows the pressure dependence of zero-field NMR and NQR spectra measured at 5 K. The spectrum is remarkably broadened under pressure, probably owing to a distribution of the EFG, but the spectral shape remains similar. There is no signature of a change in the magnetic structure under pressure, meaning that super- conductivity occurs adjacent to the incommensurate HM state. The overall spectrum moves to the low-frequency side with increasing pressure due to a reduction of H int . At 0.74 GPa, the intensity of the HM state is drastically suppressed, whereas another sharp spectrum corresponding to the PM state appears at ∼ 33 MHz, which is the (±1/2 ↔ ±3/2) transition. We cannot deduce the η in the PM state experimentally from this resonance frequency, but our first-principal calculation using a structural parameter at ambient pressure and room temperature gave ν Q = 23.7 MHz and η = 0.73 in the PM state, where V zz lies along the direction tilted from the c-axis towards the a-axis at 35.5
• . By adopting η = 0.73, we obtained ν Q = 30.4 MHz, which was not so far from the calculation. We observed simultaneously the spectra for both the HM and PM states at 0.74 GPa, giving microscopic evidence of a phase separation. We did not observe the signal from the HM state at 0.81 GPa; thus, the homogeneous PM phase was realized above approximately 0.8 GPa. The inset shows the pressure dependence of H int , which gradually decreases under pressure and maintains a large value even in the vicinity of P c . These facts indicate that the HM-PM transition at low temperatures is of strong first-order. Our observations suggest that CrAs does not possess a quantum critical point (QCP) on the pressure-temperature phase diagram. The moderate pressure dependence of H int indicates that the HM interactions are insensitive to pressure irrespective of strong suppression of T N [1, 2, 7] . Thus, the suppression of T N is suggested to be induced crucially by a suppression of magnetostriction, which corresponds with an increase in volume of ∼ 4% below T N at ambient pressure [3, 4] . Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of 1/T 1 T in the PM phase under pressure. 1/T 1 T is almost constant for temperatures from 300 to 100 K, and increases toward lower temperatures below ∼ 100 K. The deviation from Fermi liquid behavior of T 1 T = const. below ∼ 100 K clearly demonstrates the presence of magnetic correlations developing toward lower temperatures. Similar behaviors in 1/T 1 T have been observed in other delectron superconductors adjoining magnetic phases such as cobalt oxyhydrate [11] [12] [13] and many Fe-based superconductors [9, [14] [15] [16] [17] . In such itinerant magnetic systems, 1/T 1 T is generally composed of two contributions as follows.
Here, A and B are temperature-independent constants. The first term is given by spin correlations developing at a specific wave vector. In a self-consistent renormalization theory [18] , the 3D ferromagnetic and 2D antiferromagnetic correlations give α = 1, and the 3D antiferromagnetic case gives α = 1/2. θ = 0 means that the system is located at a QCP. The second term is obtained from a uniform susceptibility and from a relaxation through orbital angular momentum, which are both related to the density of states (DOS) at the Fermi level and are independent of temperature in typical metals. In cobalt oxyhydrate [12, 13] and some Fe-based superconductors [14, 16, 17] , low θs close to zero are obtained, suggesting that these systems are located in the vicinity of the quantum criticality. We attempted to fit 1/T 1 T for CrAs to this form but could not reproduce the data down to T c because of a suppression of 1/T 1 T below ∼ 20 K. As shown in the inset in a logarithmic scale, the increase in 1/T 1 T toward low temperatures is suppressed below ∼ 20 K, and 1/T 1 T approaches a constant value at low temperatures. We measured 1/T 1 T from 0.74 to 1.07 GPa, but differences were small in this pressure range. From the fitting in a temperature range of 20 − 300 K, we obtain θ = 4.6 K for α = 1 and θ = −7.6 K for α = 1/2, although α was not determined from the fitting. The negative or low θ suggest that CrAs has magnetic correlations developing toward magnetic ordering at high temperatures above ∼ 20 K, but which are suppressed at low temperatures. 1/T 1 T is very close to constant in a narrow temperature range just above T c , which is consistent with an observation of ρ ∼ T 2 behavior in a narrow temperature window in resistivity measurement [2] . If we fit 1/T 1 T between T c and 20 K to the above form, we obtain θ = 58 K for α = 1 and θ = 41 K for α = 1/2. These high θs indicate that CrAs is not close to a QCP, even in the vicinity of P c . Note that the suppression of the magnetic fluctuations below ∼ 20 K is observed even in the PM state at 0.74 GPa, where the phase separation occurs. This is in sharp contrast to some Fe-based superconductors, in which the quantum critical behavior, i.e., θ ∼ 0, has been observed [16, 17] . In addition to the pressure dependence of H int , 1/T 1 T also suggests that a QCP is absent in CrAs under pressure. Now, we discuss 1/T 1 in the SC state. Figure 4 (a) shows the temperature dependence of 1/T 1 T below 5 K measured at 0.81 GPa. The temperature dependence of ac susceptibility measured by an in-situ NMR coil is also shown in Fig. 4(b) . It clearly shows a diamagnetic signal below T c = 1.85 K. This T c is slightly lower than zero resistance, which appears below ∼ 2.1 K at a similar pressure [2] ; however, the clear SC transition in the susceptibility obtained for several crystals in the pressure cell ensures that the T c is quite homogeneous among the different crystals. Below T c , 1/T 1 T shows a clear reduction without the signature of a coherence peak (Hebel-Slichter peak), which is a marker of a BCS superconductor [19] . The green curve in the figure indicates calculated 1/T 1 T for a conventional BCS model, which has an isotropic gap of ∆ 0 /k B T c = 1.8. Evidently this does not match the experimental result below T c . On the other hand, the red curve indicates calculated 1/T 1 T for a line-node model (polar-type) with ∆ 0 /k B T c = 2.6, and reproduce the data well, meaning that the coherence effect is completely absent in CrAs, and suggesting strongly that superconductivity is not of the conventional BCS but unconventional in nature. CrAs is the first example of unconventional superconductivity seen in Crbased systems. The calculation was performed using the structural parameter at ambient pressure and room temperature [6] . In Fig. (b) , the red, green and blue curves indicate the partial DOS from Crd, As-p, and Cr-p orbitals, respectively.
Here, we used a polar-type line-node model as a simple example, which gives T 3 dependence in 1/T 1 at low temperatures, but the SC gap function is not restricted by the present experiment. Experiences in Fe-based superconductors show us that careful measurements and analyses are required in T 1 to determine the SC gap structure in the case of multi-gap superconductors. For example, sign-changing nodeless s ± -wave symmetry is considered to be realized in some of Fe-based superconductors, and this symmetry can reproduce the T 3 dependence of 1/T 1 [20] [21] [22] . In fact, our band calculation, shown in Figs. 5(ac) , suggests that the Fermi surface of CrAs, which is formed mainly by the Cr-d orbitals, is composed of several sheets. The DOS shown in Fig. 5(b) , which is almost consistent with a previous report [23] , indicates that the peak DOS is located just above the Fermi energy, E F . As shown in Fig. 5(c) , the electron Fermi surfaces have 3D character, whereas the hole surfaces are 2D-like and are almost degenerated. The present NQR results strongly suggest that a sign in the SC gap must change somewhere in the momentum space; however, the possibility of a nodeless gap cannot be excluded. We are planning to measure 1/T 1 at lower temperatures in future research to investigate the details of the SC gap structure in CrAs. It is also an important issue to investigate how magnetic fluctuation develops in this system. To clarify the character of magnetic fluctuations, inelastic neutron scattering measurements and NMR measurements under different magnetic field directions are essential.
In summary, we performed NQR measurements on pressure-induced superconductor CrAs. The phase separation between the HM and PM phases in the vicinity of P c and the insensitivity of H int against pressure provide microscopic evidence of strong first-order HM-PM transition at P c . 1/T 1 T shows a Curie-Weiss-like behavior from 100 K to ∼ 20 K, suggesting that substantial magnetic fluctuations remain in the PM phase, irrespective of the strong first-order magnetic transition. However, these fluctuations are suppressed gradually below ∼ 20 K, resulting in the absence of a QCP in this system. 1/T 1 T does not show a coherence peak, but decreases sharply below T c , giving a clear indication that superconductivity in CrAs is of an unconventional nature. This first example of unconventional superconductivity in a Cr-based system opens a new route to the development of the field of superconductivity.
